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Tax evasion is as old and as ubiquitous in society as the state itself and its 
taxation laws. Tax evasion has always been active and creative due to the 
fact that taxation striking man’s wealth touched his most sensitive 
interest: money. Tax evasion in Romania is a consequence of specific 
economic context, permittivity of authorities, groups of interests that 
follow their own business protected by past and present governments, low 
standards of living for the majority of citizens, level of civilization, culture 
and civic consciousness and, above all, a consequence of aggressive and 
even exaggerated taxation policies sometimes lead by the authorities. 
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Tax evasion is a socio – economic phenomenon, extremely harmful 

and legislative permittivity as well as that of competent authorities 
combined with an extremely high level of taxation system, especially for a 
country going through transition towards a real, authentic and viable market 
economy has lead to the appearance of a favorable environment to tax 
evasion practices development. Institutionalized bribery, a premise of tax 
evasion, does not only offer protection to this economic and social disease, 
but also supports it, encourages it, takes advantage after it, gains both 
material advantages and election funds, delays taking drastic measures for a 
society with extremely high debts only to prevent possible trade union 
protests or to satisfy political clientele. The opportunities offered by the 
process of change, combined with legal control insufficiency, have favored 
especially gain orientated crime which tends to become a phenomenon with 
global, explosive and organized character, damaging society in its 
wholeness, ceaselessly structuring itself and multiplying, materializing in 
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great complexity and diversity of crimes regarding number of participants, 
methods used, prejudices caused and targeted institutions. 

The reasons why this phenomenon is so hard to be stopped in 
Romania and also difficult to quantify it are numerous. Among them, we 
can mention: multiple particularities and flaws  of taxation system, taxation 
activity organizing, the fact that national book-keeping for macro – 
economic record is not used, massive tax evasion performed by different 
groups of interest and entrepreneurs created only to benefit from laws flaws, 
lack of a taxation code, the principle of banking confidentiality and other.  

We cannot say that tax evasion has been imported to Romania, but 
this phenomenon is a consequence of economic conditions, permittivity of 
authorities, groups of interests that follow their own business protected by 
past and present governments, low standards of living for the majority of 
citizens, level of civilization, culture and civic consciousness and, above all, 
a consequence of aggressive and even exaggerated taxation policies 
sometimes lead by the authorities. 

It hasn’t been considered in vain, along time, through experience, 
that a taxation system is not efficient or adequate because the high level of 
payments but because of the degree according to which tax payers, either 
natural persons or corporate bodies, accept it. Numerous ways of avoiding 
tax paying have developed in time, but those who make use of them may be 
divided into two categories: those who exploit laws insufficiencies and, 
those using illegal procedures. 

The level of identified tax evasion in Romania, in absolute sums, 
reached 316,466.6 thousand lei in the first term of 2005. Regarded through 
its dynamics, tax evasion decreased compared to the same period of the 
previous year with 40.2%. According to some estimation of taxation 
authorities, tax evasion registered in 2006 rose to approximately 24,000 
million lei and; that of 2007 rose to approximately 40,000 million lei. 
 Compared to gross domestic product, tax evasion represented 
approximately 10% in 2006, maintained approximately the same level in 
2007 and compared to the states consolidated budget represented 
approximately 30% in 2006 and about 32% in 2007. 
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Tax evasion of natural persons and family partnerships 
Period (year) 2006 2007 Percentage 

variation 
Amount (total) 380,487 316,466 -16.82% 

Corporate bodies 375,716 304,081 -16.06% 
Natural persons and 
family associations 

6,240 12,385 +98.01% 

 
 During 2007, specialized organs of Finances Ministry have 
performed a number of 741,455 actions of checking upon entrepreneurs. 
There have been identified a number of 285,514 tax evasion cases, 
representing about 1,819 billion lei that corresponds to 0.6% of GDP of the 
same year and, 4.3% of budget income. Most of this sum comes from 
companies based on private and mixed capital (about 56%) and 42% from 
state companies and free standing institutions. In 2007 the rate of tax 
evasion has increased to 38.5% compared to 31.0% in the pervious year. 
 Preventing Economic – Financial Crime Direction, a branch of the 
police, has offered the following data corresponding to the month of 
February, 2008: the police have performed a series of checking to 3000 en-
gross centers and over 10,000 companies, in order to prevent and discourage 
tax evasion, smuggling and other economic legislation breakings. There 
have been discovered 1,471 tax evasion crimes on the national scale and 
1,192 crimes regarding the law that stipulates protecting population from 
illegal commercial activities. 
 

Tax evasion structure in 2007 
Type of tax Amount of tax evasion (thousand lei) % 

Capital gains tax 80,678.2 25.49 
VAT 107,669.4 34.02 
Income tax 37,698.5 11.91 
Excise 46,268.8 14.62 
Local taxes and dues 16,268.5 5.14 
Other taxes and dues 27,883.1 8.82 

 
In the first semester of 2007, the state’s budget prejudice of 

companies dealing with oil products was over 1,000 million lei by assigning 
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those companies with all tax dues to natural persons, usually foreign citizens 
that could not be identified.  

According to Association of employers’ representatives in the field 
of beverage and tobacco production and sales, 80% of the 2008 Romanian’s 
production is sold on the black market, 20% higher than in 2006.  

On one hand, the number of tax frauds keeps rising and, on the other 
hand advantageous conditions given to tax liabilities have proved to be 
totally inefficient, based on legislative incoherency and fiscal pressure, thus 
arrears of fair producers keep rising and deferred payment cannot be 
respected, leading to their collapse.  

Beverage illegal factories not only aim at quick gains and develop 
activities only for 2-3 months and then they move headquarters to different 
regions of the country, not to be discovered but also endanger their 
consumers’ lives as their products generally do not respect any of sanitary 
hygienic or production rules, also due to the fact that they are hard to catch. 
Besides these prejudices they bring to the state and their consumers, pirates 
practice unfair competition not only by selling products to very low prices 
but they also use registered brands of other famous producers. 

In the desire of encouraging private companies development, 
especially that of small and medium enterprises; growing interest of foreign 
investors in Romania; certain fields development and modernization; post 
December authorities have licensed multiple facilities to various 
entrepreneurs.  

Ordinance Decree no. 24 of September 1998, completed and 
modified by Law 20/1999, regarding disfavored regions, specifies that 
companies based on mostly private capital, Romanian corporate bodies as 
well as entrepreneurs or family associations that have their headquarters and 
develop activities in an disfavored region, benefit for the newly created 
investments from the following important facilities: exemption from 
customs taxes and VAT for imported cars and equipment, in order to make 
investments in the region; reimbursement of customs taxes to raw materials, 
spare parts needed in the production field; exemption from income taxes. 

Media has signaled that government’s intentions have been 
speculated by certain entrepreneurs who made use of practices meant to 
avoid tax paying, among which: 
1. Formal transfer of a an already existing company’s activities to a 
disfavored region, in order to obtain the above mentioned facilities; 
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2. Declaring production achieved in a company placed in a region that does 
not benefit from facilities as being the result of another company’s activity, 
placed in a disfavored region. 
 Following the inventory of a ministry in the field, it has reached the 
conclusion that 20% of the houses built in Romania between 2004 and 2007 
are illegal (unauthorized). 
  This means that only the field of house building brings about 19,000 
billion lei to Romania’s underground economy. For the picture to be 
complete, we also add a tax evasion of over 600 billion lei, the difference 
between declared and real value added tax. Owners and companies declare 
an average of 10% of real investment’s value. 
 A serious fact is that of gambling. As it is already known, 
Romanian’s legislation in this field is extremely permissive, both with those 
who are passionate about this type of entertainment and with those ruling 
such business. It is also well known that even if Romania has got such  low 
standards of living, it used to have a few years ago such a large number of 
casinos only in Bucharest that their density on each inhabitant exceeded that 
of Las Vegas.  
 This kind of pubs are usually ran by foreign citizens, their activities 
are illegal and of short period of time. Some police sources sustained the 
theory according to which international terrorist organizations are supported 
funded by Arab citizens running such business, apparently clean. These 
clubs are difficult to be checked, not to mention that they can be used in the 
purpose of cleaning money from illicit business.  
 Tax evasion is easy to commit in such “investments”, checking is 
hard to do, not to mention corruptibility of investigators. Generally, the 
main lack of efficiency of institutions in the field is corruption on a high 
level that does not allow objective and efficient investigations. 
 Another special situation of diminished dues to the state is that of 
piracy, violation of copyright, especially regarding films and music. Pirates 
copy various products on the market, without copyright and sell them 
cheaper than the original ones gaining fabulous sums bringing serious 
prejudices to both production companies and the state, as an illegal business 
will never be declared in order to pay taxes. 
 As a report of International Intellectual Property has shown, the loss 
caused in Romania by breaking copyright in the field of computer games, 
music, film industry and books rises to 25.9 million US Dollars, in 2007. 
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 Romanian authorities try to control the phenomenon, being aware of 
the huge sums that companies and the state had lost. Romanian Police and 
Romanian Office for Copyright, with the help of BSA have run over 100 
checking in 2008. In almost every case there was concluded that in terms of 
software the copyright was broken. This represents a 50% increase, 
compared to the same period, last year. The large numbers of crimes in this 
field is due to specialized police officers and ROC inspectors, on one hand, 
and expansion of their action area, on the other hand. 
 Another negative phenomenon, regarded as a business by some, is 
smuggling stolen or bought cars. The law has offered ways of escaping with 
not paying taxes or customs taxes for this category of products, for a long 
time. The people running foundations, non – profit associations or non – 
profit organizations had the right to numerous fiscal facilities bringing cars 
across the border.  
 There was the possibility of remaking it, that of introducing into 
country cars for citizens having double citizenship (one of which was 
Romanian), or repatriated which paid no taxes for that and they could sell 
them or license them in the favor of others (a masked sale), even if these 
were not used in charitable or civic purpose, as the law requested. 

Tax evasion is also common with stamp taxes regarding public 
notaries’ activity. Thus, in the case of authtentification of real estate 
embezzlement papers, the parties often agree to declare an inferior price in 
the sale and purchase contract, compared to the real one, in order to 
determine a lower stamp duty.  

Identifying the cases of tax evasion has lead to applying sanctions 
such as delay overvaluation, fines for minor offence and confiscations.  

The level of these sanctions reached 3,680.6 billion lei in 2007, 
meaning an effective value of 2.03 of evasions (the value is computed as a 
ratio between sanctions and level of tax evasion).  

Evasion’s dynamics and structure for the year 2007 compared to that 
of 2006 may be seen in the following tables: 
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Identified tax evasion dynamics between 2006 and 2007 
Explanations  2006 2007 2006/2007 
Number of investigations 760810 741455 97.5% 
Number of identified tax 
evasions 

235612 285514 121.2% 

Cases of evasion rate 31.0% 38.55 124.2% 
Value of identified tax 
evasion (in billion) 

927.2 1809.0 70.7% 

GDP share of evasion 0.9 0.6 75.3% 
Budget income share of 
tax evasion 

5.0 4.3 84.9% 

 
Structure of identified tax evasion between 2006 and 2007  

(in % regarding total) 
No.  Explanations  Shares compared 

to total in 2006 
Shares compared 
to total in 2007 

1. Income tax  33.03 45.82 
2. VAT 27.80 26.29 
3. Wages income 6.73 8.55 
4. Excise  14.60 6.25 
5. Local taxes and dues 3.30 1.97 
6. Other taxes and dues 14.53 11.12 
 Structural homogenizing ratio  0.48 0.55 

 
 Trying to conclude on the diversity of opinions regarding legal and 
illegal evasion, legal and illegal tax fraud, we consider that there is a single 
phenomenon that harms state budget income is licit tax evasion (that is 
allowed evasion, implicit by law) and not legal tax evasion (as - according 
to Explanatory Dictionary - legal means that exists or is done according to a 
law), as well as illicit tax evasion (illegal), which is synonym to tax fraud. 

 Tax evasion has always been active and creative due to the fact that 
taxation striking man’s wealth touched his most sensitive interest: money. 
 Tax evasion is as old and as ubiquitous in society as the state itself 
and its taxation laws. There is a psychology of tax payers, amplified by lack 
of taxation education, to which is added the dimension of fiscal pressure, 
legislative and administrative deficiencies of handling taxes, facts that lead 
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to the appearance and expression of tax evasion. Thus, tax evasion is a 
social phenomenon with financial implications, consisting of tax payers 
evading from paying their due taxes, either partially or totally, making use 
of legislative flaws or ingenious maneuvers of hiding taxable material.   
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